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Dear Reader,
“The original vision of The Planet has been realized beyond my wildest dreams,” Brian Blix, The
Planet’s founding editor, told me. “When I look at The Planet nowadays, I see a lot of the same
fundamental characteristics — presenting views from both sides of the picture and not being
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Daniel Paul Petrzell^a

dogmatic, being very grounded in people’s personal experiences and having some humor about it so

Photo Editor:

that you appeal to lots of folks.”

Anya Traisman

Blix founded this magazine 25 years ago. He wanted to create a magazine that would appeal to a
broader audience than just the students and faculty of Huxley College of Environmental Studies. He
and other Huxley students produced the first magazine using typewriters and Scotch tape. Blix
called it The Monthly Planet. The magazine was published five times the first year. Blix edited the

Photographers:
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magazine for two years and passed it on. We give him our thanks.
This quarter, as we celebrate our 25th anniversary, we chose to look at some of the pressing
environmental problems facing the world and Whatcom County for 25 years. We examined
overpopulation, air pollution, pesticide use and damaged wildlife habitat. But it’s not all bad news.
Some of our stories highlight the positive things people are doing to ensure we still have some nature
and wildness to enjoy 25 years from now.
The Planet owes thanks to many people. Without the great writers, editors, photographers and
designers who have given part of their lives to this magazine, it would never have lasted. We all learned
from the people before us. Every year. The Planet’s staff adds another piece to the foundation this
magazine is built upon. We appreciate everyone who has worked to keep the magazine healthy.
We thank our advisers. Several people have filled the role of adviser for the magazine, specifically
John Miles, Michael Frome and Scott Brennan. They devoted themselves to The Planet’s mission
and have provided the staff with encouragement, humor, advice, expertise, perspective and an
occasional kick in the pants.
We thank our community. The people who share their stories with us make this magazine. We
appreciate and respect the faith they put in us. They add expertise and personality to the magazine.
And, most of all, we thank our readers. A magazine is no more than pictures and words if no one
reads it. Whether you love us or hate us, thank you for giving us some of your time. Thank you for
letting us share these stories with you.
We hope you enjoy this issue of The Planet. It’s been in the making for a long time.
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This issue includes a letterpress poster cover that is a limited edition of 1800. It was produced at Western Washington
University by Joseph Kohlhas and Daniel Petrzelka on a Vandercook 219 using a combination of wood type, wood cuts and

Cover photo by Dylan Hart

photopolymer plates. The poster was printed on Neenah Environment 100 percent recycled, 30 recycled PCW paper with soy
based inks. The endangered species Hacl{elia venusta is pictured on the poster. The plant is found only in Washington state.
Thanks to: The Journalism Department, Huxley College of the Environment, the staff at the Print Plant, Scott Brennan,
Mandy Aley, James Roberts and Quentin Rogers at CBC Television News, Michael Frome, John Miles, Brian Blix, Seth
Snapp, Thai food and our readers.

This issue of The Planet is printed on Living
Tree Paper's Vanguard Recycled Plus
Natural. The paper is 10 percent hemp/flax
and 90 percent post-consumer waste.

BY Andy Hatton
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The interior of Western Washington University senior Lance Culnane’s 1976 Volkswagen Microbus
is musty, cramped and littered with towels, t-shirts, bits of paper and tools. The sunlight that filters through the cur
tains in the back of the van takes on the greenish hue of the fabric. The rear seat is folded out to form a bed, and on
top of it rests a spread-out sleeping bag and an acoustic guitar tucked away inside its case. Suit coats hang from a
hook by the sliding door, and lying on the dirt-streaked floor is an empty 64 fl. oz. plastic Kroger White Grape
Juice bottle, which Culnane employs as a makeshift urinal in his one room, four-wheeled apartment.
Culnane sees his choice to live inside a van as one with many social and environmental benefits. With a mobile
dwelling, Culnane said he makes many new friends and neighbors, as he parks in a new location every month.
Additionally, by making his home in the interior of an automobile, Culnane has reduced his resource consump
tion. But those are not all the perks.
(mlnane grows wheatgrass on the top of his van. The wheatgrass grows in soil 4 to 6 inches thick, held in by
plywood barriers along the perimeter of the roof Culnane picks the wheatgrass and processes it through a handcrank operated juicer he bought at the Community Food Co-op. The resulting liquid is a pungent, frothy, emer
ald-colored brew that is high in fiber and smells and tastes like a freshly mowed lawn.
Culnane chooses to live in his van parked on the side of the road, and he also chooses to live for God and the
teachings of the Bible.
While Culnane’s approach is not widely followed, an increasing number of religious individuals are addressing
the preservation and protection of the planet, making environmental concerns a spiritual priority rather than
viewing them as a secular distraction from sacred matters.
Culnane’s beliefs are displayed in artwork and quotes on the exterior of his van. On the driver’s side, Culnane
painted a representation of the Garden of Eden: two stick figures of Adam and Eve among shadowy ferns and a
blue orb representing water. On the passenger side, Culnane chose to portray the moment humans were cast out
of Eden. Adam and Eve’s bodies are limp, and the ferns have become splatter marks of paint. “Tend and keep the
Garden of Eden,” reads a handwritten message on the plywood surrounding the wheatgrass garden. “Love God,
love your neighbor,” reads another. And high up on the rear of the van, a warning in black acrylic paint: “You
cannot serve both God and greed.”
Culnane hopes his fellow Christians heed the quotes displayed on his vehicle, which he drives only about once a month.
“My passive aggressive side is hoping that when I’m stopped at a red light, a Christian lady in a Lexus SUV
bringing her kids to soccer practice would see (the messages on the van) and stop and think,” Culnane said.
Culnane said his van reminds him of the tenets of his religion.
“‘You cannot serve both God and greed’ is a message to myself as much as anyone else,” Culnane said. “It’s hard
to serve God when we’re serving our TVs, our cars, our houses. ... We’re serving our own comforts.”

4,'

If we're destroying this glory (the environment),
we're destroying the glory of God

One of the ways Culnane serves God is through environmental
MKBBI

stewardship. For the last two years, Culnane has led Restoring Eden,
a club affiliated with a national organization that seeks to increase

f

environmental activism among Christians.
Peter Illyn, who spent nine years as a pastor in Foursquare churches in
Portland and Yakima, founded Restoring Eden as a national organization
in 1996 to support the Endangered Species Act. The group expanded, and
*r rt-

now its charter involves making “hearts bigger, hands dirtier and voices
stronger by learning to love, serve and protect God’s creation.”
Culnane said Christians need to become more active in environmental
issues and that bringing together environmentalism and religion is a step in
the right direction.
“By bringing these two groups — environmentalists and Christians —
together, you end up healing rifts and wounds,” Culnane said.
Part of the reason Christianity today has failed to address environmental
issues is because of the religion’s emphasis on the individual, Culnane said.
Plenty of churches have soup kitchens to deal with the hunger of the disen
franchised, but not many congregations have addressed ecological concerns,
he said.
“We tend to go about serving humanity on a person-to-person basis,”
Culnane said. “We tend to forget about our original problem of taking care
of creation.”
Other religious people share Culnane’s beliefs.
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Respect for nature is a tenet of many religions.
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The Rev. Doug Wadkins of the Bellingham Unitarian Fellowship said
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one of the principles of the Unitarian Universalist Church encourages care
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for the environment.
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“The seventh principle is ‘respect for the interdependent web of all
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existence of which we are a part,”’ Wadkins said. “We sort of use that as ...
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For the past six years, the Bellingham Unitarian Fellowship has been
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our theological starting point for ecological justice.”
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reducing paper use.
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tried to address the actions of the congregation, such as recycling and
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tainable living among its congregations. Wadkins said the church has
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Brother Brent Youngberg, the director of the Church of Jesus Christ of
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Latter-day Saints Institute of Religion in Bellingham, agrees everyone has
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a responsibility to help maintain the environment and not take the natural
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resources of the world for granted.
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“We don’t really own what’s here on this Earth,” Youngberg said.
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“I mean, we think we do. We may in the future secure a lovely piece of
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property and build a lovely home on it and say, ‘That’s mine.’ Fifty years
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later, someone else is saying the same thing.”
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Youngberg said students who attend services at the Institute of Religion
have participated in salmon restoration projects and litter cleanup in
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Whatcom County.
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“We all need to be more proactive in really making things better than
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what they were,” Youngberg said. “In the way we treat each other, in the
way we treat the environment, it ought to be something we’re not com
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manded to do; it should be something we choose to do.”

Mustafa Mohamedali is a native Kenyan who currently resides in Olympia.
He is a civil engineer for the Washington State Department of Transportation,
a speaker of five languages and a devout Muslim. Mohamedali said just as
Islam

does not differentiate between secular and spiritual matters, neither

does it create a dichotomy between humankind and nature. Instead, Islam
encourages a benevolent relationship with the environment.
1.
2.
3.
4.

“Islamic jurisprudence contains regulations concerning the conservation

Brother Brent Youngberg
The Rev. Doug Watkins
Mustafa Mohamedali
Rabbi Yossi Zylberberg

and allocation of scarce water resources,” Mohamedali said. “(Islam) has
special rules for the establishment of range lands, wetlands, greenbelts and
also wildlife protection and conservation.”
Mohamedali said he and his family help preserve the environment by
leading a modest way of life — reusing everything from gift-wrap to food
packaging. As much as possible, Mohamedali avoids the waste of natural
resources and promotes awareness of environmental issues.
“Since moderation and justice are the underlying principles of Islam, it
discourages extravagant luxury and lavish living,” Mohamedali said.
“Practicing Muslims do not disorder their world in search of self-gratifica
tion, greed, waste and ingratitude to their Lord.”
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was no food where they lived.”
Zylberberg said he has limited patience for those who distance them
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selves from environmental matters.
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“We can’t destroy our earth,” Zylberberg said. “How are we gonna get
away with that?”
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At a recent meeting of Restoring Eden at the Viking Union on Western’s
campus, Culnane addressed letters to Bellingham-area churches to raise
awareness for Bike-to-Work day. Culnane said he wants to bring about a
change in the way people view the environment, and he is hoping his fellow
Christians will pay attention.
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Mohamedali said a story regarding the environment is often told among
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Muslims. The story is about how Abu Bakr, the first Caliph of Islam,
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instructed his armies.
“In addition to telling them not to harm women, children, the infirm
(and) unarmed combatants,” Mohamedali said, “he also ordered them not

I s.

to harm animals, destroy crops or cut down trees. There were two elements
present in this decree: the first, to establish justice even as the Muslim
armies fought, and the second, to recognize the value of nature.”
Mohamedali said helping the environment brings spiritual benefits in Islam.
“The Prophet Muhammad instructed the faithful that any Muslim who
plants a crop that feeds another person, animal or bird would receive a
reward in paradise,” Mohamedali said.
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As Islam instructs its followers to care for the Earth, Judaism commands
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a similar respect for the natural world.
Rabbi Yossi Zylberberg of the Congregation Beth Israel in Bellingham
has been a vegetarian for more than 20 years. He said one of the main tenets
of Judaism is a respect for nature.
“Every seventh year, the land is supposed to rot, or be allowed to become
fallow and not farmed,” Zylberberg said. “Why? Well, the earth needs to

“What the Psalms say is that everything is created and gives glory to
God,” Culnane said. “If we’re destroying this glory (the environment),
we’re destroying the glory of God.”

replenish itself. It just can’t be worked to death. When you plant a tree,

Next year, Culnane will start graduate school in Hawaii, so he is already

you’re supposed to wait three years before you take any fruit from it. It’s the

seeking a replacement leader for Restoring Eden. He said he is looking for

idea that you don’t abuse (nature).”

an individual who will encourage others to conserve and care for creation a

Zylberberg said the well-being of all life on the planet is fundamentally inter
connected, and that humans should not place themselves on a pedestal above the

calling that resounds in Culnane’s actions, words and his battered, paintsplattered, wheatgrass-crested automobile.

animal and plant kingdoms. If they do, they will suffer dire consequences.
“If we do not take care of (the) nature of the earth, the animals, the
plants, the insects, then we cannot expect to be healthy,” Zylberberg said.
“We are becoming sick because we’ve polluted, we’ve killed, we’ve tor

Senior Andy Hatton is an English major at Western.
He has been published in the Western Front.

tured the earth.”
Zylberberg said a time existed when he witnessed the degradation of the
environment without even realizing it.
“One day I was walking with my dogs late at night and there were these
deer coming off the hill down to my street, and I was like, ‘This is kind of
nice,”’ Zylberberg said. “Then someone explained why. It’s because their
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BY John C. Davies
PHOTOS BY Sterling Riber & Jamie Clark

As THE SUN SETS ON Bellingham Bay, a celebratory barbecue takes
place at Boulevard Park. Western Washington University’s Students for
Renewable Energy enjoy homemade hummus, green salad and garden
burgers around the grill and bask in the joy of success. The scent of
charcoal wafts through the jovial crowd as Molly Ayre-Svingen and
Nausheen Mohamedali, the leaders of SRE, discuss their delight about the
student vote on April 27 and 28. Their initiative to have Western use only
renewable electricity passed with an 85 percent approval rate from voters. If
Western’s Board of Trustees agrees with the student vote, Western could be
the first public university in the country to use only renewable electricity.
If Western makes the change to renewable electricity, it will help continue
the trend of increasing demand for and lowering the cost of green energy.
While renewable resources are not a complete solution to the environmen
tal problems caused by energy production and consumption, Ayre-Svingen
and Mohamedali have led the way for Western to reduce its impact on the
environment and educate the public about green power.
Puget Sound Energy defines green power as electricity generated from
renewable, non-polluting sources. These sources include wind, solar and
geothermal energy as well as landfill gas, wave or tidal action. Green energy
can also be the product of gas produced during the treatment of wastewater,
biomass energy based on solid organic fuels and hydropower generated by
fish-friendly facilities, which allow fish to travel up and down stream.
Nonrenewable energy sources such as coal, oil and natural gas are finite
and will eventually dwindle, becoming too expensive and too environmen
tally damaging to extract, according to the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory. Currently, Western uses electricity supplied by PSE. It also uses
natural gas, primarily to power the university’s steam plant, which produces
steam to heat the school. Based on dollar expenditures, 45 percent of
Western’s energy costs are from gas and 55 percent are from electricity,
Western Facilities Manager Tim Wynn said. SRE’s initiative would offset
the nonrenewable electricity.
Last spring, Ayre-Svingen and Mohamedali recognized the issue of
renewable electricity as an area for Western to improve upon.
“It’s just phenomenal how people are interested in (renewable energy)
and what an issue it was,” Ayre-Svingen said. “It just totally took off.”
After initial uncertainty about students’ willingness to pay for green
energy, Ayre-Svingen and Mohamedali decided that aiming for too percent

was the best option. They proposed a student initiative, which would add
up to $19 each quarter to students’ fees. That money would be used to
offset the cost of Western using green energy.
“I was very impressed that the students would be willing to take that ini
tiative, find out what the premium would be to buy green power, be willing
to push it, be willing to put it in front of the students and be having such an
interest that it is going to be considered,” Wynn s^id. “I think that is exact
ly what we need to do across the nation.”
In February

2004, a panel discussion about renewable energy drew a

standing-room-only crowd.
“It was then that it hit me, how much interest there was — how many
students showed up,” Ayre-Svingen said. “There weren’t enough seats for
people. There were people sitting on the ground, on the stairs, sharing seats.
There was a line going out the hall.”
Advocacy for the student proposal outside of the school is also evident,
including support from the U.S. Department of Energy.
“We encourage Western Washington University’s efforts,” said DOE
spokesperson Tom Welch. “One of the priorities of the Department of Energy
is to increase the viability and deployment of renewable energy technologies.”
SRE is currently researching where Western can buy green energy and is
developing a presentation for the Board of Trustees meeting on June ii.
The board will most likely vote on the measure at its October 2004 meeting,
Ayre-Svingen said.
If the Board of Trustees votes to approve the measure, Wynn said he and
the facilities management team will go green energy shopping to create
the best contract.
“The idea is that once the students give us this mandate, we go out to the
marketplace and say ‘hey, we want 30 million kilowatt hours of renewable
green power. What is the deal you can give us.^’” Wynn said. “And
probably we will go through PSE because that is our habitual deliverer of ser
vices, and probably they are going to come up with a very good price for us.”
Wynn said this would be new territory for PSE, as its Green Power
program is residentially based. Western’s purchase would double PSE’s
green power distribution.

Opposite: Molly Ayre-Svingen and

above:

Nausheen

Mohamedali are the initial founders of Students for
Renewable Energy.

“PSE had up until this point no major institution that wanted to do any
thing with them like this,” Wynn said. “This is going to be breaking ground
with them. This is going to be really neat. It will help drive the marketplace.”
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PSE partners with the Bonneville Environrnental Foundation, a non-;

A large part of why this is a good idea is that we believe that a lot of the

profit group in Portland, to deliver renewable energy. The green energy

costs of fossil fuels aren’t captured in the actual price, so there are a lot of

comes from the State Line Wind: Farm near Walla Walla and the

externalities to producing them,” SRE member Derek Nixon said.

HanfordAVhite Bluffs Solar Project.

:

Nixon said the problems with Western’s current energy sources are that

?‘One of the nice things about this program ..u is that contributions from

their environmental shortcomings are not factored into the marketplace

green power customers are going to new renewable enjergy resources in the

prices.; Nonrenewable sources might have a cheaper market price, but the

region,” said Mike Richardson, PSE’s Green Power program manager.

costs of the environmental and health effects they cause are not considered.

Richardson said because directing electrons is impossible, the actual ener

While Western might set a precedent by becoming the first public

gy purchased goes into the regional electricity grid and will not be directed

university to use iDo percent renewable electricity, many schools are

specifically toward Western. The university will: effectively ‘green’ the

already using renewable energy. The University of Colorado at

power grid with the amount of kilowatt-hours it purchases. I

Boulder is a leader in the field, using several of its own wind turbines

Despite what the: added cost might suggest, renewable energy advocates

to power a portion of the: university. Ghita Levenstein, program coor

argue the environmental benefits reflect an economic advantage that makes

dinator for the environmental center at UC Boulder, said the school

renewable energy more cost effective in the long run. While renewable

recently passed an initiative to apply renewable energy to its student-

energy requires a higher initial cost to implement, it can provide power at a

run buildings, bringing its accumulative green energy consumption to

lower cost once set up. Western economics Ghair David Nelson said.

approximately 78 percent;

What renewable energy has allowed is for people to feel good
about their consumption, when the problem is consumption
jettiee LLttei,

“I think we are really seeing a wave of schools aspiring to purchase more
renewable energy,” Levenstein said. “It started with UC Boulder four years
ago. Now many schools are doing it. It is wonderful what we are seeing,
and I’m excited for it to continue and to see an increase in the amount of
renewable energy used.”
Local enthusiasts outside of Western are also pushing for an increase in
the use of renewable energy. In Whatcom County, the Center for
Renewable Energy Solutions (formerly the Next Generation Energy
Cooperative) is dedicated to installing 1,000 solar panel systems in the
county by the year 2010.
“Pretty much all the panels you see around Bellingham are all us: the
municipal

courthouse, The Children’s

Museum, Pioneer Museum,

Whatcom County park,” said Ken Wilcox, one of the group’s founders.
Jeffree Utter, co-founder of CRES, said, however, the group overestimat
ed the amount of local support and commitment and is not on pace to install
1,000 solar panels by 2010.

Above:

Jeffree Utter designed the small hydroelectric system and solar panels that provide energy for several
homes in River Farm, a community outside of Doming that promotes sustainable living.

Utter is one of 22 residents at the River Farm community, a nonprofit
land trust dedicated to promoting sustainable technologies, just outside of
Deming. Utter designed the small hydroelectric system and the solar panels
that power three-and-a-half of the seven River Farm homes year round.
Utter also installs all the panels for CRES and teaches workshops on
renewable energy. Utter said, however, that renewable energy is not the
answer; it is not even heading in the right direction.
‘d think that (renewable energy) is perpetuating the problem, quite
honestly,” Utter said. “I think it is good to do, but it is the least harmful
technology. You’re taking the least harmful alternative. Shall I smoke an
organic American Spirit or shall 1 smoke Winston.f ... We’re still degrading
the earth with renewable energy. What renewable energy has allowed is for
people to feel good about their consumption, when the problem is consumption.”
Ayre-Svingen agrees that green energy itself is not the answer. If Western
does end up using 100 percent renewable electricity, the reduction in carbon
emissions will not be the biggest benefit, she said. For Ayre-Svingen, the
real benefit will be in education and the paradigm shift green power repre

John C. Davies is a freshman at Western. He has been published in the
Western Front, The Bruin and The News Register.

sents. Ayre-Svingen said she envisions a day when students can walk across
campus and see solar panels on the buildings and know where their power
is coming from.
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BY Kara Smith
PHOTOS BY Dylan Hart

Rosalinda Guillen stands about 5 feet tall, moves fast and talks faster. The immediacy in her voice reflects
how passionate she is about the issues that affect her. Standing under a towering poster of Cesar Chavez — a
lifelong advocate for farm workers’ rights — Guillen recalls her life as a migrant farm worker. At age 10,
Guillen joined her father and seven siblings working in the strawberry, broccoli, flower and beet fields in Skagit
County. Guillen left the migrant path after 17 years of working and began a career organizing farmworkers.
“I saw firsthand what it was like to be an invisible member of the community, a second class citizen — to work
hard in the fields all day under deplorable conditions, to get sick from the chemicals you work with and then to
be treated like an implement in America’s agriculture industry,” Guillen said.
Guillen fights for farmworker empowerment, respect and better working conditions. Reducing exposure to
toxic chemicals is a high-priority for her. Farmworkers, growers and consumers in Whatcom County, as well as
throughout the world, are dealing with the consequences of pesticide use: political obstacles, environmental
contamination and health effects.

Right now, the farmworkers
products withW^Chem

Ethylene dibromide, or EDB, is a soil fumigant that farmers used to apply
to soil to kill living organisms. The Washington Department of Social and

The USGS asked Whatcom County Executive Pete Kremen for permission
to use the county’s land. Kremen denied the USGS access.

Health Services first detected EDB contamination in a Lynden well in 1983.

Kremen said he based his decision on advice from Craig McConnell,

That same year, the Environmental Protection Agency banned EDB. Tests

chair of the Washington State University Bellingham Co-op extension.

showed that short-term exposure to amounts greater than .05 parts per bil

Kremen also received a letter from berry growers that argued the study

lion damages the liver, kidneys, and testes and causes genetic mutations and

would draw unwarranted and unfavorable media attention.

chromosomal damage in animals. The EPA now labels EDB a probable

“The study wanted to look at red raspberry farming and its impact on the

human carcinogen, and Lynden residents, farmworkers, growers and polit

land, but most of the land in Whatcom County is in crop rotation with other

ical leaders of Whatcom County have been dealing with the issue ever since.

berries and seed potatoes,” Kremen said. “It renders the whole study useless

“edb was labeled and marketed as a designer pesticide,” said Frank James,

when the measurements are not based on the land use they are trying to study.”

former Whatcom County health officer. “It was only supposed to last in the

Curt Maberry, one of the largest berry growers in Whatcom County, has

soil a month and stay in the top 2 inches of the soil. Now we believe there is at

given $200 to Kremen’s campaign and is reluctant to speak about the situation.

least another 20 years of EDB stored in the soil, slowly leaking out.”
For the past two decades, many studies have examined EDB and other
pesticide contamination in the Bertrand Creek and Fishtrap Creek areas of
northern Whatcom County. The Department of Ecology, EPA, the United
States Geological Survey, Whatcom County Health and Human Services
and many academic researchers participated in the research.

“Farmers have been burned too many times about these issues, so we’re
very hesitant to talk about it,” Maberry said. “We know what we do and we
feel very comfortable with it.”
Kremen said while he does accept donations from the agricultural indus
try, he also receives donations from the environmental community.
“I’ve always felt there were political reasons why Pete did what he did,”

During 1998 and 1999, Health and Human Services examined EDB as a

Whatcom County Councilmember Barbara Brenner said. “I think we

possible cause for a leukemia cluster in the area. Greg Stern, the current

should have all worked on that decision together. We should have been

Whatcom County Health Officer, said five cases of leukemia occurred in

thanking the USGS for coming to study our water, but instead we made it

the contaminated area — six times as many cases as expected.

more difficult for them. Their study may have been a concern for certain

“No common cause was found in the study to explain the above average

individuals, but more people than that were involved.”

rates of leukemia from 1992 to 1994,” Stern said. “Fortunately, the rise in

James said he agrees with Brenner.

leukemia rates did not persist, but HHS will continue to work to identify

“All they wanted to do was drill wells on county property,” James said.

and reduce groundwater contamination.”
The uses conducted a water quality study in the Puget Sound Basin

“There is no reason not to do it. It was a very clear political act on Pete’s part.”
James said he resigned because of water-quality concerns.

from 1996 to 1998. The study included the Nooksack River Basin, specifi

“One of the reasons I quit was in complete and utter frustration with the

cally the Fishtrap Creek area, which sits on top of the Abbotsford-Sumas

county not taking on the issues,” James said. “There is still a lot to be done.”

aquifer, a groundwater source for northern Whatcom County and southern

When the county denied the USGS access to its land, the study’s focus

British Columbia. The aquifer is shallow and the soils in the region are par

shifted largely to Canada. The USGS wanted to examine the uses of soil

ticularly permeable, said Jim Ebbert, project chief for the Puget Sound

fumigants, such as EDB and 1,2-dichloropropane, in red raspberry produc

Basin National Water Quality Assessment.

tion. Farmers on both sides of the border use the same pesticides and share

“We had done previous studies on the groundwater and detected some
soil fumigants, so when we designed the Puget Sound Basin study, we chose
the land in Lynden along Fishtrap Creek,” Ebbert said.
For the study, the USGS requested to drill wells in Whatcom County
rights of way along county roads to examine the groundwater quality.
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the Abbotsford-Sumas aquifer. After negotiations with the county, the
USGS installed a few wells on the U.S. side for testing.
Ebbert and the USGS team found the contamination of the aquifer was
caused by the historical application of high concentrations of EDB and 1,2DCP. Farmers still apply 1,2-DCP but at a fraction of past concentrations.

“The results were favorable for the growers who were initially skeptical,” Ebbert said. “But, it is what they wanted to hear.”
When researchers originally discovered EDB contamination. Ecology distributed bottled water to citizens who
drew well water from the aquifer. According to Ecology, at the peak of distribution, 55 homes received bottled
water. The homes also received carbon filters for their shower water, which reduced the amount of pesticides
detected by 99 percent.
According to Ecology, more than 600 migrant workers lived in labor camps in 1988 and were using well water
from the aquifer. These migrants were not told of the contamination and received no bottled water.
In a letter to the state Department of Health in 1998, Regina Delahunt of the Whatcom County Health
Department tried to gain support for testing migrant-camp wells.
“These (wells) provide drinking water to adults and children who move from one agricultural area to anoth
er,” Delahunt said. “This population is considered by some to be at higher risk because of the variety of exposures
to agricultural chemicals, including those that may be found in drinking water.”
Ecology funded a new water main extension from Lynden that now serves the contaminated area, said Jim
Thielemann, a regional engineer with the Department of Health.
Some farmers, like Maberry, have hooked their migrant worker camps up to city water. But, according to
Ecology, at least four camps that once tested high for pesticides still draw water from the aquifer.
Farmworkers are still dealing with politics and pesticides. A January 2004 lawsuit against the EPA involved two
organophosphate pesticides commonly used on apples: Azinphos Methyl and Phosmet. Organophosphates kill
insects by attacking their brains and nervous systems. Tbe United Farm Workers of America — the group found
ed by Cesar Chavez — and others are suing based on the belief that the EPA has data showing the dangers of expo
sure to the pesticides. According to UFW, Washington ranks as the highest user of AZM among the states, and the
third highest user of Phosmet.
According to the EPA, of the 900 pesticides registered for use in the United States, 37 are organophosphates.
They are considered the most likely pesticides to cause acute poisoning, which means health effects can happen
immediately upon inhalation or contact. According to the National Resources Conservation Service, organophos
phates are derived from World War I nerve agents and are basically watered-down versions of nerve gases.
Guillen said when she worked in the fields as a child, she never knew about pesticide exposure. But when
she worked in California for UFW, she witnessed first hand what organophosphate exposure did to workers,
families and communities.
“In one case, 38 farm workers were poisoned by one single pesticide application,” Guillen said. “They were
all vomiting and fainting, and the adjacent property owners felt some of the same health effects from pesticide
drift. It took a near death experience just to call attention to the chemicals being used in the farms and the way
they were applied.”
According to a 2003 Washington State Department of Health study, 75 percent of farmworkers surveyed
reported symptoms of job-related pesticide exposure. The study also mentioned the majority of workers do not
seek care for symptoms, fearing they could lose their jobs. The study cites rashes, nausea, vomiting, nosebleeds
and dizziness as the most common side effects from working with pesticides.
Although Guillen is seeing the resilience of farmworkers decreasing because of lack of respect and power, she has hope
that community ties will bind everyone together and allow them to continue pushing for healthier working conditions.
“We can decide if we want to live in a community where migrant workers are ignored and used as disposable tools
in agriculture,” Guillen said. “Right now, the farmworkers and the consumers eating the products with the chemicals

Above: Rosalinda Guillen of Burlington,

Wash., directs members (Opposite) from

on them are losing. The alternative is growers, farm workers and consumers working together to create a communi

Whatcom and Skagit Counties during a

ty where everyone is equally respected and empowered, contributing to a healthier environment.”

march for Mexican labor rights on May 1.

Cf

Marchers hold signs reading, "Si, se puede;"
"Yes, we can."

Kara Smith is a graduate student at Huxley College of the Environment where
she studies geography. This is her first published piece.
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In the Nooksack River Valley, surrounded by the clear-cut foothills of the North Cascades,
Bob Barker has spent eight years of his retirement planting 20,000 tr^es and shrubs along Black

I

Slough. The slough contains 70 redds, or salmon nests, according to a recent count by the Nooksack

m::.
It

Salmon Enhancement Association. Barker s trees will help preserve tjhis habitat for Washington’s

wSi i

coho salmon. After spending three years logging in Canada, Barker envisioned growing, rather than
cutting, a forest of his own someday.
, “I thought I’d put some trees back,” Barker said.
•f.,.

y living is made off of the land.... If I can’t get along with the wildlife,
there is no reason for me to be here
;
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Larry DcHaan, farmer

Today, salmon must deal with overfishing, loss of freshwater and estuar
ine habitat, water diversion projects and dams. Some Whatcom County res
idents are trying to mitigate the disturbances that have devastated salmon '
runs. Barker is one such dedicated individual.
The Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program, implemented by
Washington state’s Farm Services Agency, offers financial incentives to

Larry DeHaan is another pioneer of salmon habitat restoration, though

landowners such as Barker to grow riparian buffers along stream banks to

his work takes place in a different context. DeHaan owns 400 acres of land

enhance salmon habitat. Riparian zones are the forested transitional areas

north of Lynden where he grows grass to feed 400 cows on his dairy farm.

between the water and the surrounding land. These zones have an interde

The property lies within the Bertrand Creek watershed. Ten years ago,

pendent relationship with salmon. Trees keep streams cool, filter runoff and

DeHaan was one of the first farmers to hire NSEA and negotiate a contract

help create deep pools for salmon. Salmon carcasses nourish the trees and

for a narrow buffer along Bertrand Creek. Just ten feet wide in most places,

animals of freshwater systems with marine-derived nutrients. Yet some

it is smaller than CREP’s average minimum buffer width of 50 feet. Because

landowners are wary of such governmental programs, fearing strict

DeHaan worked with NSEA and not a governmental organization, he had

enforcement of restoration guidelines.

more control over the restoration process. If he had taken government
money, he would have had to follow their requirements for restoration.
NSEA is a non-profit organization dedicated to restoring salmon
habitat. As it secures its own funding, NSEA avoids the negative stereo
type of government bureaucracy and enjoys flexibility while working
with private landowners.
DeHaan said agriculture is much less profitable than it once was. He
grew up milking cows and has done so on his property for more than 30
years. His parents made more money milking 40 cows than he makes
milking 400.
DeHaan has since taken several miles of grassland along Bertrand Creek
out of production to plant a buffer to shade the stream and benefit the runs
of several salmon species. NSEA implemented several experimental tech
niques in the stream. The group placed large woody debris — material such
as snags or logs — along the stream bank to prevent erosion. Since then, the

For Barker, CREP was an attractive option. In 1996, he bought a 75-acre

stream has become considerably deeper, forming more suitable habitat for

farm in the small town of Van Zandt, Wash. His land lies on a floodplain

salmon fry. Workers also added trees to the stream area. Their roots help

near the south fork of the Nooksack River. Barker said he knew the land

stabilize the banks, and the leaves shade the stream.

was too wet to make good pasture.
Since the land was marginal for agriculture, it was ideal property to

“It was a new thing to put root wads in a stream,” DeHaan said. “People
have been pulling the suckers out for years.”

reestablish a forest that would contribute to the comeback of salmon.

Similar transitions to more salmon-friendly practices can be seen

Barker said. So far, he has planted approximately 40 acres of his land with

throughout the region. All commercial dairy farms in Whatcom County are

trees paid for by much of his own money, though he declined to say how

now required to have a land management program to control manure.

much. CREP covered the other part of the expense. Barker was the first per

Farmers dispose of manure by spreading it on their land as fertilizer. The

son to register for the program in Washington.

land management program regulates how much manure can be spread or

“Nobody else was interested in the program yet,” Barker said.

sprayed on the ground, DeHaan said. Farmers also cannot apply manure

His beloved project lies adjacent to a beaver lodge — beavers love to cut

during the rainy season, as rain might wash bacteria and excess nutrients

down trees — so Barker had to invest in plastic tubing to protect the
saplings. CREP has since adopted the technique after learning restoration
requires significant maintenance costs after planting the trees.
Now, with its numerous CREP restoration projects in the valley.
Barker said Van Zandt is a symbol of Whatcom County’s success story
of cleaning up its water.

into salmon-bearing streams.
As the future of salmon becomes a more contentious issue, agricultural
regulations have tightened. The U.S. Department of Agriculture can now
sanction farmers if they fail to control their activities’ impact on salmon, and
the government can fine farmers when their runoff contaminates streams.
Barker and DeHaan, however, illustrate how cooperation with salmon
restoration efforts can benefit people and fish.
“My living is made off of the land,” DeHann said. “If I can’t get along
with the wildlife, there is no reason for me to be here.”

C;
Above: A fence separates cows from the rows of young trees that are part of a CREP project.
Opposite Left: Larry DeHaan was one of the first farmers in north Whatcom County to start a

Nooksack Salmon Enhancement Association riparian restoration project on his farm.
Opposite Right: Bob Barker has planted 20,000 trees on his farm in Van Zandt along Black Slough,

a tributary of the south fork of the Nooksack River.

Matt Certo is a graduate student at Huxley College of the Environment
where he studies biology. This is his first published piece.
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“for sale” sign sits in front of a chain-link fence on a piece of vacant property that hugs the

shores of Lake Whatcom. Waves brush against the shoreline of sandstone surrounding the land, and the sound

PH O TO S B Y

of birds chirping in the distance fills the air.
Roger Bourm, a 46-year resident of Bellingham and real estate broker for Coldwell Banker MillerArnason, wanders to the edge of the property and looks east toward Sudden Valley. Bourm said Sudden
Valley was a vacation destination 35 years ago but now is an expanding residential area with a golf

D
ylan

course, shopping center and a growing housing development. The property that Bourm stands on
could soon be part of a new development.
The attraction of having a house with a lake view combined with the population growth of Whatcom

H
art

County is forcing city and county planners to make decisions about where and how the county grows.
The result of their decisions will be reflected in the water quality of Lake Whatcom, the primary drink
ing source for approximately 85,700 Whatcom County residents, nearly half of the county’s population.
“I represent people who own property,” Bourm said. “It is a matter of balance. There are a lot of
individual circumstances and each property needs to be looked at in its own accord.”
On the top floor of the Environmental Studies building at Western Washington University,
Robin Matthews serves as the director of the Institute for Watershed Studies. Matthews’ office
is filled with books, reports and data about the ongoing monitoring of the Lake Whatcom
watershed. She was one of the first people to see a change in the lake.
“The lake is not stable right now,” Matthews said. “It is changing — changing in a direc
tion that we don’t want to see.”
Thirty percent of the watershed is zoned for residential and commercial development.
In an attempt to prevent further change in the lake, the Whatcom County Council voted
in January 2004 to downzone land within the Lake Whatcom watershed and reduced
the number of buildable lots by 1,400.
“The purpose of the downzone was to prevent, to some extent, future degrada
tion,” Whatcom County Councilmember Seth Fleetwood said.
When it rains in the Lake Whatcom watershed, water cascades across paved
surfaces onto manicured lawns, picking up sediment and fertilizers. The sedi
ment clouds the water and puts stress on fish. The fertilizers contain nitrogen
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and phosphorus. While these nutrients are essential for healthy plant and
animal populations, elevated concentrations can degrade water quality. In
surface waters, the nutrients trigger eutrophication, resulting in excessive
growth of algae and other aquatic plants.
The subsequent decay of the aquatic plants and algal blooms can result in
foul odors and low dissolved oxygen in the water. Low dissolved oxygen
results from bacterial respiratioa'during consumption of dead organic matter.
When oxygen levels become too low, fish and other aquatic animals die.
The Department of Ecology reports that increased input of toxic
chemicals, nutrients and sediment from street runoff, in addition to
application of yard and garden chemicals, is directly linked to the declining
levels of oxygen in the lake and the decline in water quality.
“Lakes tend to become more and more biologically productive over time,
but it usually takes thousands^rand thousands of years,” Matthews said.
“Humans accelerate that with residential runoff by adding fertilizers that
include nutrients like nitrogen and phosphorus to their gardens that make
the lake become very product!^, very fast. One of the symptoms of that
productivity is a change in oxygen.”
Expansion and growth are j^oving to be problematic not only around
Lake Whatcom but throughout the county.
The Whatcom County Planning Commission projects an annual popu
lation growth rate of at least 2.1 percent during the next 20 years. At this
rate, Whatcom County’s population will double in fewer than 35 years.
Pro-Whatcom is a local organization dedicated to enhancing the qual
ity of life in Whatcom County'while addressing the challenges posed by
a growing population.
“In Whatcom County, we are worried about in-migration,” Alan
Rhodes, a member of Pro-Whatcom, said. “So many people are moving to
the area that we are in danger of losing the very qualities that make people
want to come here in the firs^t place. If we destroy this place through
growth, if we become another Los Angeles, everyone loses.”
Greg Winter, president of the Kulshan Community Land Trust, a local
non-profit organization that provides affordable housing in existing urban
areas, said plenty of room and kind exists to accommodate growth forecasts.
“There are appropriate places to develop new housing and inappropriate
places,” Winter said. “We would like to see housing developed very well,
but densely in already urbanized areas rather than sprawling into areas like
the Lake (Whatcom watershed^’’
Winter said drawing strict li|es or boundaries around natural resources,
such as Lake Whatcom and farmland, is imperative to maintaining quality
of life in the county.
|
“There’s 100,000 acres of good farmland out there that are in jeopardy of
being converted to this low-density development,” Winter said. “That is a
vital aspect of our local economy and heritage.”
Fleetwood said that while many people like the idea of preserving rural char
acter, they also want to protect th^ir neighborhoods from increased density.
A common agreement arriong planners, organizations and other
informed members of the community is the importance of compromise. If
a balance between population growth and protecting the lake is reached, the
success will be measured by the water quality reports in Matthews’ office
and the sale price of Bourm’s property.

Alyssa Kulp is a public relations major at Western.
This Is her first published piece.

BY Tara Beresh
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Blue skies and sunshine blanketed the parking lot on the

corner of Railroad Avenue and Chestnut Street for the April 5 opening of
the Bellingham Farmers Market. By 11 a.m., smiling faces crowded around
booths where vendors sold everything from local organic produce and
home-farmed honey to cinnamon-roasted almonds and handcrafted goods.
The Bellingham Farmers Market has seen an incredible amount of
growth during the past 10 years. In 1993, total gross sales at the market were
$288,000. By 2003, Robin Crowder, the market’s manager, said the total
gross sales were $603,000.
In a society where the global economy favors industrial methods of farming,
the Bellingham Farmers Market provides fresh, organic foods as an alternative
for Whatcom County residents. As the debate about pesticide use continues,
many people make the choice to pay higher prices for healthy, local food.
“People seem to like the market,” Talea Price of Jones Creek Farm said
as she proudly displayed her jars of homemade jellies and butters. “They
care about where their food comes from.”
Price, a member of the Bellingham Farmers Market Board of Directors
and a supplier of organic produce in Bellingham, has seen first-hand the
growing number of people interested in buying local organic products. She
and her husband Les have farmed in Skagit County since 1992.
“We’ve definitely seen a trend in the Bellingham market,” Price said.
“A larger amount of the population is coming. A lot of people are
thrilled about supporting their local businesses and knowing that the
food they’re buying is organic.”
The national standard for certified organic products requires farmers to
not use fertilizers, chemicals, synthetic pesticides, antibiotics or hormones.
The Prices are not certified but use nearly all organic methods.
Eating organic, however, is not always as easy as making a Saturday
afternoon visit to the farmers market.
“The big thing about organics is that they are expensive,” said Anu
Singh-Cundy,

associate

biology

professor

at

Western

Washington

University, “so you want to make good choices with organics.”
She said certain foods tend to contain more pesticides. Those foods are
the most important to buy organic. Other foods usually have lower residue
levels and are less important to buy organic.
One reason organic food is better for human health is because it has more
beneficial phytochemicals than non-organic food, Singh-Cundy said.
“In popular usage, the term (phytochemical) is applied to those plant
chemicals that have medicinal properties or those that are believed to avert
Above: The label "organic" specifies that a particular food has been produced without the use of

human diseases,” Singh-Cundy said. “Plants are sessile organisms, meaning

fertilizers, chemicals, synthetic pesticides, antibiotics or hormones.

they remain fixed in one place. Because they cannot run away from preda

Above Lower & Opposite: Les and Talea Price, owners of Jones Creek Farm in Lyman, Wash., have

tors, sessile organisms must stay and fight, and they do so by deploying an

been farming in Skagit County since 1992. In that time, they have noticed a significant increase in

exceptionally diverse collection of chemical weapons. (Organic) plants have

the number of people who support local, organic produce.

more phytochemicals because they are not protected by pesticides.”
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Certain phytochemicals battle cancer in humans by preventing or retarding various stages of the disease, SinghCundy said. Allyl sulfides, found in plants of the garlic and onion family, increase levels of enzymes that rid cells of
carcinogens, according to the American Institute for Cancer Research. More than 200 studies support the claim that
phytochemicals in fruits and vegetables have disease fighting capabilities, according to the American Cancer Society.
While organic crops produce cancer-fighting chemicals, researchers have linked many pesticide chemicals to
cancer. According to a report from the World Resources Institute, xenoestrogens found in pesticides, plastics and
fuels might modify or mimic natural estrogen. The production of these foreign estrogens in the body increases the
occurrence of abnormal cell growth and possibly leads to cancer.
The Jones Creek Farm welcomes insects that normally fall victim to pesticides as natural and healthy contribu
tors in the agricultural process. Ladybugs crawl in the garlic while spiders dangle from the limbs of an apricot tree.
“The fact that we see bugs flying around doesn’t seem odd,” Talea said. “But in an orchard that sprays insecti
cide, you see nothing because all the bugs are dead.”
Commercial farms commonly use chemical methods to thin apple blossoms. Talea and Les, however, hand-thin
their orchards. Les said he and Talea prefer hand-thinning methods because the chemicals can kill pollinators.
When farmers don’t thin trees, the number of apples that grow per limb is greater and branches will break,
Talea said. To thin, they pick a portion of the fruit prematurely to ensure a higher concentration of nutrients will
be supplied to a smaller number of juicier, fuller apples. The improved product is worth the labor, Talea said.
Talea and Les also use natural predators to combat aphids that threaten their tomato plants. A single
container of aphid midges, a natural aphid predator, placed in their tomato greenhouse will eliminate any
aphids preying on the plants, Les said.
“My husband and I take a lot of pride in the fact that we have all of the natural systems intact,” Talea said. “I
think it does help us to produce a better product.”
Talea said her father previously had problems with high cholesterol and high blood pressure. She said he expe
rienced a positive change in his health since he began eating crops from her farm and other healthy foods.
“My dad — he was always a fast-food tycoon,” Talea said. “About the time that I started farming, he switched
over to more healthy foods, and he has seen an overall improvement in his health.
The best way to become healthier is to eat natural foods and a diet of 50 percent fresh vegetables, said Heather
Roberts, a doctor at Natural Choice Health Care in Vancouver, Wash.
“The more ‘clean’ a person’s diet is, the more energy (they have) and the more clear minded they tend to feel and
the less likely they are to develop the top two causes of death in this country — heart disease and cancer,” Roberts said.
Roberts said ‘un-clean’ refers to processed food, restaurant food, instant food and packaged foods. ‘Clean’ food
refers to food that is closest to its original state.
Judy Willis, a registered dietician and nutritionist at the Bellingham Community Food Co-Op, said processed
foods lack certain beneficial qualities.
“Fiber is especially lacking,” Willis said. “Eating more processed foods puts you at a higher risk
for developing chronic diseases, such as heart disease, diabetes and cancer.”
Some people find eating organic makes them feel better, and others say they prefer the way
organic food tastes.
“My husband hated corn all his life,” said Western junior Ellen Kendall. “He’d only ever had
canned corn. When a couple years ago he tried corn fresh off the cob, it was like a completely
different experience. Eating organic is like that — once you have eaten organic food, to try
and go back to eating non-organic — the difference in taste is obvious.”
Many people seem to agree, as the Bellingham Farmers Market attendance soars.
While studies about the effects of pesticides on human health continue, farmers
markets keep gaining popularity. Smiling from beneath the white canopy
shading her array of homemade preserves, Talea’s joy for what she does is
reflected in the faces of many other farmers at the market.
“We want to keep the land as pristine as we can,” Talea said. “Knowing
the ground is untouched by chemicals, we can offer a better product to our
customers. It’s about a sense of morality and ethical duty.” ^

O
Junior Tara Beresh studies creative writing at Western with a minor in
environmental studies. This is her first published piece.
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Brad Smith, the dean of Huxley College of the Environment,
loves to hunt. He used to hunt four point bucks in upper Michigan. Now he
hunts donors. He will hunt in China and Washington, D.C., and on every
college campus he visits. Any individual, federal agency or corporation
interested in forming a partnership with Huxley is fair game and for Smith,
the season never closes.
“When I worked with the epa, we partnered with Dow and we partnered
with Motorola,” Smith said. “But we also partnered with the Sierra Club.
Personally, I would not take tobacco money.”
Huxley currently has more than $i million in grants from corpora
tions and government agencies. This year the college has received more
than $60,000 in private donations through the Western Foundation. For
BY Colin McDonald

Smith, these contributions represent the growth of Huxley and the
opportunity to invoke change in the very agencies and corporations that
Huxley students once protested.
For others, these contributions present a conflict of interest that threatens
the integrity and scholarship at Huxley. The field of environmental studies
is growing and gaining credibility with government agencies and corpora
tions. Some worry that as Huxley grows it will become compartmentalized,
losing its holistic approach to studying environmental problems.
The largest single donation Huxley received this academic year was from
General Motors. Smith works as an environmental adviser and consultant
for GM. He and Amanda Haralson, the Western Foundation’s director of
development for Huxley, were able to arrange the donation of a GM-built
electric car worth $14,700. After a brief display at Huxley, the Western
Vehicle Research Institute accepted the car to be part of the Institute’s
research in hybrid and electric cars.
“Brad does have a wonderful way of connecting with people,”
Haralson said. “I was so pleased when Brad had the confidence in me to
work on his gm connection.”
Haralson said public universities are beginning to emulate private
schools in the way they seek private and corporate donations. Because fed
eral and state dollars are not keeping pace with the costs of running a uni
versity, Haralson said schools have no choice.
Smith said he is well aware of the concerns about accepting money and
collaborating with corporations that do not have clean environmental
records. But he also said Huxley would be doing its students a disservice if
it operated within a vacuum and did not participate in the real world.
“We would not let anyone dictate how the money is spent,” Smith said. “We
still have the academic right to any material that comes out of research.”
Smith said making connections with corporations and starting dia
logues would solve more problems than not working together and simply
pointing out problems.
“More and more Huxley grads are working in the private sector because
that’s where the jobs are,” Smith said. “I view that as healthy because the
more the word ‘environment’ shows up on ledgers of organizational charts
the more comfortable I am because the government is not the answer.”
Smith said government is no longer playing the leading role in protect
ing the environment. No major environmental legislation has been passed
in the past 10 years, and the growth of environment-related government
jobs has been stagnant, he said. The growth in jobs and advancements in
protecting the environment is coming from the private sector. Smith said
because the private sector is where important environmental changes are
happening, Huxley needs to prepare students for that sector.
John Miles has been on Huxley’s faculty for more than three decades and
served as dean from 1985 through 1991. He said he does not agree these
partnerships are always beneficial.
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“Money is certainly important and necessary and essential,” Miles said.
“But there has to be limits to who you’ll take money from and for what end.
Just personally, I have some problems with taking it from some of these
\

sources — not that we’re getting a lot — but that we’re courting.”
At the time of publication, Kim Herrenkohl, Western’s internal auditor,
was investigating Smith’s relationship with GM and GM’s donation to Huxley.
The GM-Huxley connection is especially concerning for Miles.
“Absolutely, absolutely,” Miles said. “That seems to me a total conflict of
interest. Where do you draw the line about whom you work for and whom
you don’t? It seems to me that it’s a conflict of interest if in no other sense
than he’s soliciting money from them and putting it into the college while
at the same time he’s providing them services.”
When Miles started at Huxley, the college operated out of a house on
High Street, the faculty was small and a partnership with gm or any large
corporation was not considered a possibility.
“When we started in 1970, there were no such terms as risk assessment;
conservation biology had not appeared on the scene,” Miles said. “The term
sustainability as used today was not even around.”
Miles said environmental awareness has moved from being associated with
hippies and activists to being a concern of the public and business. He points
to the college’s environmental/economics major as proof of Huxley’s evolution.

There has to be limits to who you'll take money from
and for what end.
fohn Miles
Huxley professor and former dean

Partnerships with corporations are a direct result of this growth, but Miles
warns that Huxley needs to check the activities of the corporations.
“(Corporations) say over here on one hand they’re going to do this, that
or the other thing for the environment, while over here on the other hand
they’re building Excursions and Humvees and junk like that, which is in no
way defensible from an environmental perspective,” Miles said. “I feel like
we have to say that we can’t be associated with outfits that are knowingly
doing environmentally damaging things.”
Smith said from his view, corporations would not change unless
schools like Huxley shared their knowledge and gave students the ability
to work within the companies.
The research and training at Huxley has directly benefited corpora
tions such as British Petroleum. Thirty years ago, the BP Cherry Point
refinery did not employ an environmental engineer, an air engineer or a
water engineer, spokesperson Michael Abendhoff said. Now, these
positions are standard and the company is constantly* looking for new
hires to keep the operation up to date with the latest technology and
methods of monitoring and controlling pollution.
“We view Huxley as a wonderful asset,” Abendhoff said. “Huxley is pro
viding a service. Companies in general now recognize that to be in business
they have to be in concert with the environment.”
Besides training future employees, the research done at Huxley helps
companies meet regulations and improve their operations.
“We are doing what a public university is supposed to do,” said Wayne
Landis, director of the Institute for Environmental Toxicology. “We invent
new things and then teach them.”
The Institute for Environmental Toxicology has a national reputation as
a leader in the field, Abendhoff said. When the institute looks at a problem

Brad Smith, dean of Huxley and consultant for GM, stands next to a
GM EVi, an electric car. GM donated the car to Huxley, and it is
now used by Western's Vehicle Research Institute.

or studies an environmental system, the papers written for the study are
peer reviewed and appear in national publications. This kind of scrutiny
and transparent research does not come with studies by private firms.
According
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Environmental Toxicology received $122,304 in state funds for the 20032004 budget year. Currently, the institute has $493,351 in grants from cor
porations such as BP and government agencies like the EPA.
“Everyday I do something to lock up (non-state) funding,” Landis said.
“There is no way we could afford to do this work otherwise.”
In environmental studies, the role of science has grown from a support
ing discipline to a leadership role in solving problems, said professor Lynn
Robbins, who has been teaching at Huxley since 1972. This growth would
have also been nearly impossible without corporate and private donations.
“When I came to Huxley (in 1980) the science had profound weak
nesses,” said Richard Mayer, Huxley’s dean from 1980 to 1985. “It did not

knew how to work with potential donors, both corporate and private.
I did go downtown and meet with the leaders of G-P, Arco and Trillium.
Richard Maver
j
Huxley professor and former dean

have the respect it needed. I wanted to build the science side into a
totally credible program but keep the social side strong. There was going
to be competition for resources.”
In order to improve the science program, Mayer had to attract national
ly ranked researchers; to attract the researchers he had to have professional
labs; to build the labs he needed more money than the state could provide
so he turned to private donors and corporations.
“I knew how to work with potential donors, both corporate and pri
vate,” said Mayer. “I did go downtown and meet with the leaders of G-P,
Arco and Trillium.”
One of the results of those meetings was the donation of $80,000 for an
Atomic Absorption Spectrometer. The machine — which is able to
detect metals in sediment at a sensitivity of parts per billion — allowed
the science side of Huxley to compete with environmental labs around
the country and produce meaningful data to critically look at pollution
levels in Bellingham Bay and Whatcom County. To Mayer’s surprise,
this kind of critical analysis was exactly what the local corporations
wanted Huxley to do and they were willing to support the college with
the funding needed to carry out the work.

Richard Mayer stands next to an atomic absorption spectrometer in a
lab on the fifth floor of the Environmental Studies building. Mayer
arranged the donation that allowed Huxley to purchase the machine.

During a budget crunch in 1984, Western’s president Robert Ross con
sidered absorbing Huxley into the College of Arts and Science to save
administrative costs. In defense of the college, representatives from G-P and
Trillium gave a presentation to Ross.
“The manager of G-P said college students should be protesting his
mill,” Mayer said. “I was dumb struck. They (corporate polluters) know
they have to clean up their mess. They saw the writing on the wall and
they wanted Huxley.”
After three decades of studying problems, looking for solutions and figuring
out ways to implement them, Robbins said Huxley has grown and can no
longer point fingers at those who are causing environmental problems and
complain. Robbins said the problems are too complicated and the solutions too
difficult for parties to work independently of each other. But he said this
growth has caused Huxley to lose its interrelated approach to solving problems.
“It’s different now that the college has been compartmentalized,”
Robbins said. “It seems to me that environmental studies is beginning to
suffer the same burden and rigidity of other fields.”
Robbins said he has seen his colleagues needing to focus on one aspect of
environmental studies and specialize to stay on the forefront. He said this
specialization comes at the cost of a broad view of the field.
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Huxley was founded on the principle that solutions to environmental
problems could not be found without looking at the scientific and social ele
ments. Now, Miles said the college is facing the challenge of giving students
enough of an understanding of both the scientific and social side.
Both Robbins and Miles said that in Huxley’s early years, the entire fac
ulty met regularly to discuss the development of environmental studies.
Their discussions would traverse the entire field from federal policy to new
water sampling techniques.
Today, both said that discussion is much more difficult to have and rarely
occurs. The body of knowledge about the environment has grown expo
nentially, making it difficult to be an expert in both the social and science
aspect of environmental studies.
“We walk lots of fine lines,” Smith said. “One fine line is between sci
ence and the social science department. It’s not an either or. The prob
lem of a lot of environmental programs is they may have trained you to
be a good biologist, but they never trained you how to write or under
stand economic realities.”

It's the bottom line and screw the rest.
John Miles
The faculty at Huxley is reevaluating how to teach science students the

Huxley professor and former dean

social context of their discipline and give social studies majors an under
standing of science. The challenge is one Huxley has always faced, but it is
becoming more difficult as the field grows, Robbins said.
“There’s one view that we are simply a training school and what we do
here is train people to be environmental technicians,” Miles said. “In
other words, we teach them what to do in order to define, describe and
address environmental issues. The other view is that technical fixes to
environmental problems are only one part of the story, that the nature of
many of our problems lies deeply rooted in the core values of our society.
And, we critique those values.”
Miles said the values that most need analyzing are found in corporate behavior.
“It’s the bottom line and screw the rest,” Miles said.
For more than 30 years, Huxley has made a name for itself with its holis
tic approach to solving environmental problems. Miles said. The college
used to rely on a core of four classes: two four-credit science classes and two
four-credit social classes to expose students to both sides of the discipline.
Under Smith, this core was replaced with a case study course, which was
supposed to incorporate both sides and fulfill the requirement of an upperlevel science class for social students and a social class for science majors.

John Miles stands outside of the Environmental Studies building. He
has seen the college grow for more than three decades.

After trying the new core, the science faculty voted no confidence in this
approach. The college is currently looking at a new way to give students an
understanding of both disciplines.
Miles said his concern is not that Huxley will disappear but the college
will forget its holistic approach to solving problems and become a school for
training technicians, influenced by the employment needs of corporations

Senior Colin McDonald studies environmental journalism at Western. He
has been published in The Missoulian, The Bellingham Weekly, The
Bellingham Herald and previous issues of The Planet.
Additional reporting by Andy Aley.

and government bureaucracies.
“I hope that we can find a way to move back toward our core values,”
Miles said. “If not, I don’t think 10 years from now this place is going to be
a very distinguished institution”
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BY Pam Kobylarz & Ryan McEliece
PHOTOS BY Anya Traisman

The thunderous roar of the generators and turbine engines fell silent as the door closed behind

Bryan Baumgartner. He knelt down to check a reading displayed in red digital numbers.
“5.2 parts per million,” said Baumgartner, the instrumental and electrical technician at the Sumas Cogeneration
Energy Plant. “That’s well below the legal limit.”
As part of his job at the energy plant, Baumgartner is legally required to monitor the facility’s output of the pol
lutant NOx, a respiratory irritant.
The Sumas Energy Plant is among many industries in the Lower Fraser Valley that the U.S. and Canadian gov
ernments allow to discharge pollution into the atmosphere. These plants are legally required to closely monitor
their air pollution emissions. Because air pollution does not stop at the border to go through customs, agencies
from Canada and the United States work together to make sure air pollution in the Fraser Valley stays below legal
limits. Approaching the problem on an international scale is an essential component of maintaining air quality in
the Lower Fraser Valley, the second most polluted airshed in Canada.
An airshed is a geographic region that shares an air supply. The size of an airshed depends upon sources of air
pollution in a locality, local meteorological conditions and topography.
The Lower Fraser Valley airshed is defined by the Cascade Mountain Range to the south and the Canadian Coastal
Range to the north and includes all of the air between Vancouver and Chilliwack, B.C. The mountain ranges cause the
valley to act like a bowl, trapping and concentrating pollutants released into the air.
“It’s very interesting because most of our air quality problems in this region come from two factors: topog
raphy and meteorology,” said Ken Stubbs, the air quality monitoring and assessment division manager for
the Greater Vancouver Regional District in Canada. “Topography, because you go from sea level to 10,000
feet in a short distance, and meteorology, because our weather predominantly goes from west to east. This
causes the mountains to trap some of the air.”
During the course of the year, wind directions change. Winter winds typically come from the northwest and
summer winds from the southwest. The winter winds push air pollution from Canada into the United States and
the summer winds will bring U.S. pollution into Canada. This is transboundary air pollution on a local scale.

The fact that we are below the standards here is not a license to
develop more heavy industry in this area. It's quite the opposite.
It is a challenge to maintain the levels that we have, in spite of
a growing population.
Emnronment Canada sentor atr quality planner

Transboundary air pollution is a growing concern worldwide. Dan Jaffe, a professor of atmospheric and envi
ronmental chemistry at the University of Washington, detected the transport of air pollution coming from China
to the United States in 1998. Although pollutants arriving via long-range transport are not as serious a problem
as local pollution, they have the potential to add to local air pollution and reduce air quality, Jaffe said.
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Paul Bruning, sumas cogeneration facility plant manager
“This is going to be death,” said a community member, at a meeting to dis
cuss the proposed Sumas Energy 2 plant in 2001. “We’ll have to move away.”
Paul Bruning often hears comments like this from community members
“The pollution sources are ‘on’ all the time,” Jaffe said. “There is prob

about the Sumas Cogeneration Plant. Having dealt with environmental concerns

ably a small amount of pollution that gets transported across the Pacific

throughout his career, Bruning, manager of the plant, is convinced that emissions

all the time.”

from the plant are not as health threatening as the public perceives.

Since little long-term information exists about transboundary air pollu
tion, it is difficult to tell whether the problem is getting better or worse.
“There is now evidence that for ozone, the problem is getting worse,”
Jaffe said. “It is possible, even likely, that some (pollutants) are increasing
while others are decreasing.”

“What we put out (into the atmosphere) is nothing compared to diesels
that run trucks back and forth throughout the county,” Bruning said.
“There you have liquid fuel that is not fully burned.”
In 2000 Whatcom County electric power generation plants produced
1,581 metric tonnes of NOx, while heavy duty vehicles, which usually run on
diesel, produced 2,026 metric tonnes of

NOx, according to the Greater

Vancouver Regional District’s Emission Inventory Summary for Whatcom

Major Air Pollutants in the
Lower Fraser Valley

County. Diesel exhaust ranks among the air pollutants that the

EPA believes

According to the 2000 Emission Inventory for the Lower Fraser Valley
airshed, compiled by the Greater Vancouver Regional District, six major air
contaminants are inventoried for the region:

1.) Particulate Matter

PM, NOx, SOx, VOC, CO, NH3.

(pm) — Tiny particles of soot, dust and unburned

fuel suspended in the air. Sources include vehicle traffic, wood stoves, for
est fires, agriculture, industry, dust, construction and open burning.
Particulate matter aggravates ailments such as bronchitis and emphysema.
PM is especially hazardous for those with chronic pulmonary and respira
tory disease, the very young and old and pregnant women.

2.) Nitrogen Oxides

(nOx)

— A family of compounds that is a product of

high temperature combustion processes.

NOx reacts with components of the

earth’s atmosphere to form chemicals that cause ground-level ozone (local
smog), acid precipitation and particulate matter.

NOx is a respiratory irritant

and lowers resistance to respiratory infections. People with emphysema and
asthma are adversely affected by

NOx.

3.) Sulfur Oxides (sOx) — Gases formed when fuel containing sulfur (main
ly coal and oil) is burned. Metal smelting and other industrial processes also

pose the greatest public health risks.

contribute to emissions. SOx can react with other components of the atmos

The cogeneration plant, built in 1993, uses natural gas to produce elec

phere to form acid precipitation. Additionally, it irritates respiratory systems

tricity for 80,000 homes in Western Washington. When the plant was built,

and can cause cardiovascular disease and death. Children, the elderly and

regulations required the installation of the best emissions control equip

those already suffering from respiratory ailments are especially at risk.

ment available at that time.

— Emitted from vegetation,

“This is where it gets tricky from a public perception,” Bruning said.

motor vehicles, chemical manufacturing plants, and a variety of industrial,

“We have a limit on the concentration of (nOx) that goes into the atmos

4.)

Volatile Organic Compounds

commercial, and consumer solvents.

(vocs)

VOCs can react with NOx in the atmos

phere to form ground-level ozone.

phere, and that number for us is six parts per million.”
Although the concentration of

NOx is six ppm when it leaves the

5.) Carbon Monoxide (co) — A colorless, odorless, poisonous gas formed

smokestack, it begins to disperse as soon as it hits the air, Bruning said.

by the incomplete combustion of organic material. Motor vehicles are the

The level considered dangerous to humans, if exposed non-stop for an

main sources of CO. In cities, automobile exhaust can cause up to 95 percent

entire year, is .05 ppm.

CO emissions, according to the Environmental Protection Agency.

He and his employees constantly monitor the plant’s emissions and are

Smaller sources include incinerators and industrial facilities that burn fossil

conscientious about making sure that emissions are well below the legal

of all

fuels. Health effects associated with exposure to

CO include impaired men

tal and physical performance, respiratory failure and death.

6.) Ammonia (NH3) — A gas that occurs naturally in the environment
and is also man-made. NH3 is commonly recognized by its pungent odor.

limit of

NOx. Bruning said he believes the plant is not a major contributor

to the pollution in the Lower Fraser Valley Airshed
During a recent drive through the county, Bruning was stuck behind a
large semitruck.

Primary sources of ammonia include livestock wastes and fertilizer appli

“It was just belching this black stuff all the way from Meridian Street to

NH3 can react with chemicals such as NOx and SOx to form types of
PM. Additionally, NH3 is a source of nitrogen in aquatic environments, and

Sumas,” said Bruning. “I think that hurt people — probably in 15 miles there
— more than we would if we ran for a week.... We’re trying to make electric

can lead to algal blooms, fish kills and bacterial outbreaks.

ity. Is electricity bad? I don’t see people saying we don’t want to use it anymore.”

cation.
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Martin Mullan, senior air quality planner for

Jamie Randles, northwest air pollution authority director

ENVIRONMENT CANADA

Soft afternoon light gently illuminates a Mount Vernon office. Potted

The snowy Cascade peaks, the calm waters of Georgia Strait and sky

plants growing against the window give way to an office wall displaying a

scrapers reflecting the sun’s light come into view as elevator doors open on

batik from the Yucatan Peninsula in Mexico and a picture of a raft in

the top floor of a downtown office building in Vancouver, B.C.

white-water rapids on the Colorado River.

“The people in Seattle have Mount Rainier on clear days, we have Mount

“I never know what I am going to find each day as I walk into work,”

Baker,” said Martin Mullan, of Environment Canada, as he pointed to an

said Jamie Randles, director of Northwest Air Pollution Authority. “The

island of snow in the Cascade Range.

variety keeps me interested.”

As senior air quality planner for Environment Canada, Mullan works
with air quality policies for the Pacific Yukon region, which covers British
Columbia and the Yukon Territory.

Randles said monitoring air quality in his district, which covers Skagit, Island
and Whatcom counties, is difficult because it shares an airshed with Canada.
“Obviously, when air pollution is generated from Canada we have no

“The air in Vancouver is very clean when you compare it to major

authority to deal with it,” Randles said. “We have, however, established lines

cities around the world, especially a city of 2 million people,” Mullan

of communication with our counterparts in Canada so we can alert them if

said. “We don’t have a guy west of us driving a car or powering a plant,

we see any unusual air pollution coming from their side of the border.

or setting his field on fire, so we’re lucky in that regard.”

Hopefully, they will respond in a timely manner to address the problem as

Environment Canada has helped establish air quality programs and
regulations. The air is relatively clean in the area, but not everyone
agrees about the efforts that Environment Canada has taken to ensure
clean air in the future.

I expect we would if there was something occurring on our side impacting
Canadian citizens.”
NWAPA issues all air operating permits for the tri-county region. Any
new facility that wants to discharge air pollution within the region must

“There are many people who say we should do nothing, that the air is

obtain a permit, though NWAPA cannot control some major sources of pol

clean here, and let’s not put additional costs on citizens and businesses when

lution, such as marine vessel emissions, which require coordinated multi

you are currently meeting standards,” Mullan said. “And there are other

state and multi-county efforts.

people that say, we know that there are human health impacts that occur at

Randles realizes that although his jurisdiction may be small, respecting

very low levels of pollution, so we must continue to strive to be lower and

his relationship with the neighbors to the north is vital to keeping the air

lower, particularly in the face of a growing population.”

in this area clean. ^

The Fraser Valley Airshed does receive clean air coming off of the

O

Pacific, which helps the valley meet standards.
“The fact that we are below the standards here is not a license to develop
more heavy industry in this area,” Mullan said. “It’s quite the opposite. It is
a challenge to maintain the levels that we have, in spite of a growing popu

Seniors Pam Kobylarz and Ryan McEliece study geography at Western.
This is their first published piece.

lation, and in fact reduce those as time continues. I think what we can show
other areas of the country is that even though one is meeting a standard, the
job is not done.”
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In a single file line, barefoot visitors stepped through a metal detector at a Victoria, B.C., correc
m

tional center and reclaimed their shoes on the other side. They hurried past a steel door into a dark hallway
where they waited for the prison guards to escort them to visitor rooms. The hum of a nearby Coke machine
broke the silence and cast a red glow on the visitors’ solemn faces. A folding chair and a heavy black phone sat
inside each of three closed visiting rooms. The phone’s thick steel coil was the only communication link to the

I

\\

other side of the Plexiglas window.
A chubby, balding guard jabbed his head in through the visiting room door.
“Hey, tell Tre that Eric says hi,” he said. “He’ll know what it’s about.”
A moment later Tre Arrow, one of the FBI’s most wanted alleged terrorists, entered the room. He had collarlength wavy, brown hair, a thin scraggly beard hanging on his bony face and intense, blue eyes. He stood motion

J,;

less peering through the Plexiglas. His oversized, red jumpsuit drooped off his shoulders. He appeared healthy,
despite being in the first month of a hunger strike.
Arrow sat down and picked up the phone.
“Eric told me to say hi for him,” his visitor said.
Arrow cocked his head and wrinkled his brow, his eyes squinting through the glass.
“The guardThat guy’s fucking crazy,” Arrow said.
Arrow is in solitary confinement at Vancouver Island Regional Correctional Centre. Canadian authorities
arrested him after he allegedly stole bolt cutters from a hardware store. Arrow was in Canada because he is want
ed by the FBI for his alleged participation in the June i, 2001 fire-bombing that destroyed $260,000 worth of log
ging equipment in Eagle Creek, Ore. If extradited to the United States and convicted of those charges. Arrow
could face up to 80 years in prison.
The FBI is accusing Arrow of eco-terrorism for his alleged connections to the Eagle Creek arsons. For 19
months after the arsons at Eagle Creek, Arrow was one of the most wanted fugitives in North America. The FBI

*1
1
4

offered a reward of

information leading to his arrest, according to the FBI Web site.

Arrow is a self-described environmental activist who has tried tree-sitting, scaling buildings and running for
U.S. Congress to make his opinions about the management of national lands in the United States heard. Some
activists believe their input in decision-making processes for the management of national lands is not making a
difference and have taken matters into their own hands as an alternative to legal protest.
“There are all kinds of avenues to pursue legally, like lobbying, letter writing, educating the public and the
companies and civil disobedience,” Arrow said. “I’ve tried them all.”
He ran for U.S. Congress in 2000 as a Pacific Green Party member in Oregon’s third district, which includes
Clackamas and Multnomah counties. He collected 15,763 votes, or 5.81 percent, according to the Federal Elections
Commission Web site.
In July of 2000, Arrow climbed the Portland Forest Service building and spent a week perched on the third
story ledge to protest a salvage timber sale in Eagle Creek. Salvage timber sales allow logging after a fire to recov
er or save the burnt timber.
“When you have sales like Eagle Creek that are above the law, you have very little leverage to do anything to stop it,”
Arrow said.

I

Post-fire logging damages sensitive forest soils, pollutes watersheds, destroys wildlife habitat, creates significant
future restoration costs and increases wildfire risks, according to a 2003 report from the American Lands Alliance.
In addition to the environmental risks of salvage logging, activists argue that revenue generated from the log
ging does not go back to the public, even though the wood comes from public land.
“Salvage sales funds go back into a separate account, established by Congress last year, that’s set aside to pay for
future salvage logging,” said Rex Holloway, spokesman for the Portland office of the U.S. Forest Service. “A lot
of our sales on the east side of the Cascade Range — where the trees are a lot smaller, therefore less valuable —
sometimes they’re not going to cover all the costs to do the logging.”

This mismanagement of public money and natural resources, Arrow said, is worse than the damage ecoterrorists inflict on private property, and yet, is legal.
“The level of illegality (in eco-terrorism) is so miniscule in comparison to the ravaging and pillaging of the envi
ronment,” Arrow said. “When you have corporations destroying the earth, that’s the most heinous crime in my
opinion. I made a decision to have as little impact on the earth as possible. I stopped using wood products but the
trees kept falling, so I put my body between the chainsaw and the tree.”
When activists see their legal protests failing to produce the results desired, many of them go beyond what the
law permits. The FBI estimates that from 1996 through February 2002, the activist groups Animal Liberation
Front and Earth Liberation Front committed more than 600 criminal acts in the United States. These acts are
responsible for more than $43 million in damage, said James F. Jarboe, Domestic Terrorism Section chief of the
FBI Counterterrorism Division, during a Feb. 12, 2002 testimony before the House Resources Committee and
Subcommittee on Forests and Forest Health.
“You can’t isolate it from, ‘Well, it’s just a tree or an SUV.’ People are involved, too,” said Patrick Adams, spe
cial agent in charge of the Seattle fbi branch. “It’s not always harmless.”
Adams said since eco-terrorism is classified as domestic terrorism, the FBI considers it a top priority. According to
Jarboe’s testimony, domestic terrorism is the unlawful use of violence by a group operating within the United States,
committed against persons or property to intimidate or coerce a government or the civilian population.

I stopped using wood products but the trees kept falling,
so I put my body between the chainsaw and the tree.
d Ve y\rrow, envhwimental activi.^t
While some groups choose to take illegal action to protect the environment, others, such as the Northwest
Ecosystem Alliance, work diligently and legally to heighten environmental protections. In 1996, NWEA spent

$29,000 to purchase a 275-acre timber sale on Thunder Mountain in the Okanogan National Forest. By placing
the winning bid on the land, NWEA prevented the forest from being logged.
“We work within the ‘system,’ but we still try to think outside the box and come up with new ways to create
lasting protections for the environment,” said Hudson Dodd, NWEA outreach and volunteer coordinator.
Despite NWEA’s success working within the legal system, Dodd said he understands what drives activists to
protect the environment at any cost.
“When you know something is wrong and you have exhausted every legal avenue possible to stop it, what’s left,
what can you do.^” Dodd said.
Arrow has tried everything from letter writing to perching on ledges and chaining himself to fences. Now, he’s
wanted in the United States for allegedly going as far as blowing up logging trucks. He is sitting in solitary con
finement in Canada, refusing to eat and fighting extradition to the United States.
Forty-four days after beginning his hunger strike. Arrow began to show signs of weariness. His face was paler
and his eyes more sunken. His thoughts came in bursts, isolated by slowly passing moments where the thoughts
seemed to escape him and hang in the stale air just beyond his reach. Solitary confinement in a windowless cement
cell is a poor environment for someone who enjoys getting his feet in the grass.
“In 20 years, I want to be on a tropical island,” Arrow said. “Living on the beach, picking fresh fruit and play
ing music and know there is no place on earth being destroyed.”
Tre Arrow is shown in custody of Canadian
authorities after being arrested in March.
Photos courtesy of CBC Television News.

Junior Seamus Burke studies environmental journalism at Western.
He has previousiy been published in The Planet.
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A sign protests Weyerhaeuser logging projects.
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Jim Sharp drove past the house on Sandy Point just as the
“For Sale” sign went up. On that stormy March day in 1988, Sharp fell
in love with the sand-strewn beach and striking view of Georgia Strait.
He bought the house as a gift to his wife and never argued about the price.
In those days, the beach sand was piled almost to the top of the wooden bulk
head, the wall that prevented the land from eroding. Since then, erosion has lowered
the beach level, shifting the shoreline inland and putting the ownership of the tideland
into dispute. Some believe the tideland belongs to the state. Others think the property belongs
to the homeowners. Lummi tribal officials claim the 1855 Treaty of Point Elliot, which estab
lished their reservation, grants tideland ownership to them. The issue has not been settled. The
courts will ultimately decide who owns the land and what is to blame for the erosion.
Man-made structures now block the sand flow that used to accumulate on the spit and protect Sharp’s
home. Waves and weather eroded the beach so much that the Sharps can no longer see their neighbors walking by.
“That’s .where we lost, really,” Sharp said. “Now we don’t meet anyone, we just hear them. I found that diffi-

k

ma^< l|ull^ns*fi#native Irt covers the walls of Merle Jefferson’s office. His desk is piled

high with documents. Jefferson is not only the head of Lummi Natural Resources, but he also participates in six
tribal committees. He says the beach is owned by the tribe.

BY Sera Hartman

“The Treaty gave us sovereignty — control over our own destiny, our own government,” Jefferson said. “The

PHOTOS BY Ben Arn

reservation is trust land held by the United States for the exclusive use of the tribe or its members.”

Anya Tra

Some beachfront-property owners disagree and think tideland authority belongs to the state.
Former Whatcom County councilmember and Sandy Point resident Marleen Dawson flipped through the
stacks of court cases and interagency memos strewn across her dining table. After years of research, she uncovered
what she considers to be compelling evidence to challenge Lummi tideland claims.
Dawson said the tideland belongs to the state of Washington. Her argument is based on her interpretation of
the Equal Footing Doctrine, which applied to all states upon statehood. She said the doctrine decrees that land
within a new state not ceded to the Federal government belongs to that state.
In order for the Lummi Nation to claim ownership of the tidelands, clear evidence is needed to prove the reser
vation is held in trust by the Federal government for the Lummi Nation and not granted to Washington state,
Dawson said.
“The reservation is not in trust,” Dawson said. “It’s in the public domain. Since it’s not in trust, it’s not exempt
ed from lands that reverted to the state upon statehood.”
Parties on both sides of the dispute use the 1931 Stotts case, one of the first to address Native American land
rights, to support their arguments. The Stotts case found that Lummi tidelands belong to the tribe not through a
grant by the Federal government but under a reserved aboriginal claim. In essence, the tideland belongs to the
Lummis by birthright.
In the Stotts case. Judge Neterer also ruled that the Federal government does not hold the land in trust. Dawson
claims this is evidence that the tribe does not own the tidelands.
Representatives from the Lummi Nation disagree.
“The tidelands are part of our land, our reservation,” Jefferson said. “They were never intended to be given away.”
Jeremy Freimund, water resource manager for the Lummi Nation, has worked for the tribe since 1996. He said
he agrees with Jefferson.
“The tidelands are not disputed,” Freimund said. “There are four federal court rulings that prove it.”
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Despite differences in opinion, Daniel L. Gibson, senior prosecuting

bulkheads and reinforce the area with riprap.

attorney for Whatcom County, points out one aspect of the case that is certain.

Leroy Deardorff, environmental director for the Lummi Nation, said

“However one chooses to analyze the correctness of the judge’s decision

the Lummi offered leases to homeowners for the tideland occupied by

in the Stotts case. Judge Neterer indicated the tribe did in fact own the land

their bulkheads. If landowners refuse to pay lease money, the bulkheads

down to the lower tidal boundary,” he said.

will be removed, he said.

Jurisdictional squabbles are further complicated when the landscape

Landowners can appeal the leases, but they would be wise not to,

changes. Upland property abutting tidelands collapses from beach erosion,

Jefferson said. If landowners lose their case on appeal, the Lummis will

shifting the high water mark inland. As the water mark moves, so does

charge twice the lease amount for the bulkheads, Jefferson said.

what some say is the tribal property line.
“It appears that tribal ownership is a moving target,” Gibson said. “What was
once upland becomes tideland, and that’s what makes this a really hot issue.”

Jefferson said bulkheads accelerate erosion. Maury Schwartz, Western
professor emeritus who has studied sand movement on Sandy Point, said he
agreed. Bulkheads and homes built too close to the shoreline both play a

In addition to issues that arise when tideland boundaries change, the

part in the erosion problem, he said. Bulkheads magnify the power of the

Lummi also claim the bulkheads trespass on tribal tidelands. In May

waves, scouring out the beach sand. Home and deck foundations built close

2001, the tribe sued six homeowners for the right to remove the

to the water can be weakened by tidal action, he said. Schwartz also said the

Lummi Nation officials Merle Jefferson, Jeremy Friemund and Leroy Deardorff all say the tidelands on Sandy Point belong to the tribe.
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piers British Petroleum and Intalco oil companies built to the north of Sandy Point block some of the sand that
would normally replenish beaches on the spit. In December 2002, homeowners sued the oil companies, alleging the
piers contribute to erosion of their beaches. The case will be heard this August.
What remains of the tidelands still holds importance for the Lummis.
“The tidelands are part of our land, our reservation,” Jefferson said. “We use them for cultural purpose, fishing,
shellfish. They belong to the community.”
Stanley Jones, chairman of the Tulalip Tribes, is familiar with the Lummi situation. Jones, a tribal historian, pre
sented the native coastal perspective.
“We are the canoe people,” Jones said “That’s our table. When the tide’s out, the table’s set. That’s what the older
people always say. In other words, that’s our refrigerator.’
Non-tribal homeowners also feel a strong a^achment to the beaches, but a 4 under strain from disputes
with the Lummi.
‘We’re all in a defensive position,” Dawson said. “But you don’t run and hid/when you believe in your rights.’
Pending lawsuits about piers and bulkheads m4y shape the next chapter f^ Sandy Point. As court battles drag
on, beach dynamics independently structure their [own scenario. In time, l^wever, unchecked erosion may leave
no land to argue over.
■»

Senior Sera Hartman studies env
been pubiisned in Spindrift.

Jim Sharp stands at his property line. Between him and the bay is one of the first bulkheads built out of creosote-treated wood.
Now the bulkheads are made of cement. Their purpose is to keep the property from eroding onto the tidelands.
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Chris Fabry, a Western Washington University graduate student, ties a small noose with
dental floss. He pulls the floss through the end of a fishing pole and secures it, leaving the noose hanging
out over the tip of the pole. The fisherman then slowly advances toward an unsuspecting reptile. The noose
slips over the lizard’s head and with a little yank of the pole the knot tightens. After Fabry draws a series of
lines with markers on the back of the catch for future identification, the lizard is free to go back to the
desert. Catch and release.
The data Fabry and his fellow researchers collect in the Great Basin Desert of southeastern Oregon adds
to the ever-growing body of knowledge that scientists around the world work to produce and might help pol
icy makers make informed decisions about land use . The Great Basin researchers are not alone with their
goal of influencing decision makers. In the North Cascades, inventories of carnivorous species might influ
ence future road construction and trail re-routes. In Skagit County, fieldwork and the study of trumpeter
swans’ innards have already led to the ban of lead shot for hunting.
Fieldwork is the best part of the research process, Fabry said.
‘We essentially live in the dirt for three weeks,” Fabry said. “We cook in the desert, we sleep in the desert, we
bathe in the desert. It’s hot and heat stroke is a very real danger. The soil temperature sometimes reaches 50 degrees
Celsius (122 degrees Fahrenheit), and I’ve literally had the bottom of my shoes melt.”
Biologist Roger Anderson runs a field study course on lizard ecology through
Western’s biology department. Anderson and his students collect data
on horned lizards, long-nosed leopard lizards and western whipStudents of Western Washington University
spend three weeks of the summer in the
Great Basin Desert studying horned lizards,
long-nosed leopard lizards (like the one pic
tured here) and western whiptail lizards.

tail lizards in the Great Basin Desert. The researchers will
use the data to help understand the desert’s ecosystem.

Photo courtesy of Roger Anderson.

The desert is a relatively simple ecosystem, and the
foraging styles of these lizards make them ideal candidates
■MWMR

.......B

for field research,” Anderson said.
Ellen Ward is a graduate student who has worked on the study
for more than three years. For her master’s thesis. Ward is looking at the

agility and sprinting performance of the western whiptail, a carnivorous, snakelike lizard.
“Because lizards are so easy to study, my research will be able to be used as a model for animal agility in general,” Ward said.
Ward said her study is unique because she measures the lizards’ performance in their natural environment
and not in a laboratory.
“Most studies of this type take place on hard rubber flooring inside some building,” Ward said. “We are out in the
dunes and on the hardpan. We use a racetrack with three 90-degree turns in it. A person chases the lizard through the
track and we use video cameras to record the race and to see how the lizards are negotiating the turns at high speeds.”
Fabry said he hopes the project’s findings will help make the area a protected park someday.
“The area is very beautiful and ecologically unique,” Fabry said. “Our research could influence future decisions
about land use for this desert.”
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Without research, Fabry said, planners and policy makers are more likely
to make poor decisions that will have unforeseen ecological consequences.
“Science is about the exploration of the world around us and trying to
understand it a little bit better,” Fabry said.
John McLaughlin, assistant professor of environmental sciences at Huxley
College of the Environment, said he agrees.

“The fishers’ habitat was logged right out from under them,”
McLaughlin said.
Another species’ population is suffering from human activity, but this
time a chance to curtail the population drop still exists.
For the past three years, wildlife biologist Martha Jordan, employees
from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and volunteers have been perform

“The basis for policy should come from scientific fact,” he said.

ing necropsies on dead trumpeter swans found in north Whatcom County

McLaughlin is involved in a two-year study in the North Cascades National

and in the Sumas Valley in British Columbia.

Park Service Complex, which includes the North Cascades National Park, and
Ross Lake and Lake Chelan National Recreation Areas. The researchers are

Jordan is the director of the Trumpeter Swan Society and chair of the
Washington Swan Working Group.

attempting to take an inventory of forest carnivores found within the complex.

“This is the fifth year of the Trumpeter Swan die-off and it is the

Throughout the winter, wildlife biologists hike into remote areas with

largest in North America,” Jordan said. “The primary cause of death is

backpacks loaded with chicken wire, hand tools, a motion detector, a cam

the ingestion of spent hunting lead shot. Although lead has been banned

era, a can of tuna fish and a dead chicken with its head and feet — cut off

from waterfowl hunting for more than 15 years, we still see mortality in

for easier packing, McLaughlin said.

waterfowl all across the nation.”

The biologists locate two trees roughly lo feet apart. They mount a cam

Doug Zimmer, a spokesman for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,

era and motion detector on one tree and hang the chicken on the other, fas

said deaths of raptor species caused by lead shot ingested by their prey

tened tightly with chicken wire so animals that visit the site are unable to

prompted the state to outlaw lead shot in waterfowl hunting in 1986 in

remove it from the tree, McLaughlin said. They hang the perforated can of

Western Washington.

tuna fish above the chicken so the juice drips onto the bird below.
“Most of the animals that we are hoping to get pictures of have an
excellent sense of smell,” McLaughlin said. “The idea is that the
mustelids (a family of mostly nocturnal mammals that includes wolver
ines and weasels) will smell the bait or be lured in by the scent attractants
and come up to the site to get a free snack and in the process trip the
motion detector and get their photo taken.”
Researchers conduct the study during winter because bears are in hiber
nation and will not rip the bird from the tree.
Bob Kuntz, a North Cascades National Park wildlife biologist, said the
study is part of a national effort to take an inventory of as many vertebrates
and vascular plants in the nation’s parks as possible.

“Wounded birds were being eaten by bald eagles and other raptor
species,” Zimmer said. “There was concern surrounding the die-off of the
raptors, and the deaths were traced back to the lead.”
Raptor species have since seen a dramatic reduction in lead-related
deaths, but the trumpeter swan death toll is on the rise, Jordan said.
“This year we’ve seen the biggest die-off yet,” Jordan said. “We have 256
birds, by far the most we’ve ever had.”
Lead shot is still legal in upland bird hunting, dog training and target,
trap and skeet shooting. Trumpeter swans forage in many of the areas
where these activities occur, Zimmer said. When the swans feed, they ingest
lead shot, which they mistake for grit — small stones that aid digestion.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has radio-collared swans in an

“We knew virtually nothing about the forest carnivores out there,”

effort to determine where and when they are ingesting the lethal doses of

Kuntz said. “Now with this baseline data that we are getting, we’ll have a

lead. Until they pinpoint the locations where the swans are picking up

better idea about winter distributions of these animals.”

the lead, the die-off will continue.

Data from this project might influence decisions concerning trail re
routes and new road construction, Kuntz said.

By using what is known of swan foraging ecology and data gained
through the necropsies, policy makers have made changes. The state has

The study is connected with similar efforts in Mount Rainer and Olympic

banned lead shot in all of Skagit County and in some uplands regulat

national parks and will help determine the effects that range size, habitat frag

ed by the Washington state Department of Fish and Wildlife. Similar

mentation and historic trapping have had on animal populations.

necropsies performed on raptors in the mid-1980s led to the first steps

This research is already demonstrating civilization’s effects on forest car

in outlawing lead shot.

nivore populations in the Pacific Northwest. Biologists fear that trapping

Through the work of wildlife biologists such as Fabry, McLaughlin and

combined with fragmentation of old growth forests has led to the removal

Jordan, scientists gain a greater understanding of the world. Through this

of the fisher, a large weasel-like mammal, from Washington state.

understanding, they hope to achieve greater protection for land and ani

“For all practical purposes the fisher is extirpated,” Kuntz said. “There
have been some possible sightings from reliable sources but there has been

mals. And maybe they can hone their desert-fishing casts in the process.
O

no photographic evidence of their presence within the park. There could be
a few individuals, but there is no viable reproducing population.”
In the fisher’s case, scientists and decision makers did not know enough
about it until none were left in the state.
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Senior Cassidy Grattan studies environmental science at Western. This is
his first published piece.

Dead trumpeter swans in plastic bags wait to be dissected by researchers seeking to learn more about their deaths. Trumpeter swans that inhabit
Northwest Washington and Southwest British Columbia are getting sick and are dying from lead poisoning. This year, volunteers have dissected 134
swans. They save the birds' livers and gizzards for further study. A green liver is a sign of lead poisoning. Photos by Jamie Clark.
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BY Jessi Loerch

A LARGE, GREEN CaNNABIS SATIVA LEAF decorated the cover of the
spring 1997 edition of The Planet. The design was simple and left no
doubt to what plant the magazine was about.
“The controversy surrounding hemp is obvious, and trying to separate
the two different plants of the species Cannabis sativa is difficult,” Julie
Irvin wrote in her editor’s note. “This issue of The Planet focuses on the via
bility of hemp as an alternative resource.”
The morning after the magazines went to the stands, every copy had dis
appeared without a trace. John Miles, the magazine’s adviser and Huxley’s
dean at the time, said The Planet staff visited him in his office that morning.
They told him all of the issues were gone. Someone took them in the night.
Luckily, all of The Planet’s issues haven’t been as “popular.” We still
strive, though, to be original, interesting and controversial. We are devoted
to environmental advocacy through responsible journalism. We’re advocat
ing for people to be concerned about the natural world. Each quarter we try
to introduce real people, real places and their relevance to specific issues. We
encourage our readers to learn more and to do more. As journalists, we
hope to inform people. We’re not going to tell you what to think, but we
hope our stories make you think.
This issue of The Planet marks the magazine’s 25th anniversary. In
1979, students started a small publication at Western Washington
University’s Huxley College of Environmental Studies. Brian Blix, a
Huxley student, proposed what he called The Monthly Planet. Miles was
enthusiastic about the idea. The publication looked at a range of envi
ronmental issues in the community.
The 1970s were full of environmental milestones: the first Earth Day, the
passage of the Clean Air Act and the creation of the Environmental
Protection Agency.

By 1979, we had the Endangered Species Act, the

Water Pollution Control Act, Edward Abbey’s Monkey Wrencb Gang and
the partial meltdown of the Three Mile Island Nuclear power plant. That
same year, the Planet began publishing.
In the early years of The Planet, students came and went, and the
magazine stayed small. Miles said the publication was lucky if it had an
editor and a few writers, but somehow the staff always managed to pub
lish The Planet. By the mid 1980s, Huxley and Western’s journalism
department created a joint major: environmental journalism, and
Michael Frome, an environmental journalist, became the magazine’s
first

full-time

conservationist

adviser.
had

Frome,

reported

a

noted

tirelessly

writer,

about

the

editor

and

environment.

Scott Brennan became adviser in 1999 and brought with him fresh
vitality and the vision to turn what was still a magazine with many
rough edges into an award-winning, well-respected publication. With

X'he

an adviser and a connection to the journalism department, the maga
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zine grew. We now have more than 40 people on staff. The Planet has
also moved online and onto the air waves with Planet Radio.
MI'S

“The Planet is not primarily a news magazine, although there is certain
Shadows on Teddy Bear

ly room for coverage of timely environmental and human issues within its
pages,” The Planet’s second editor Mark Gardner wrote. “What makes The
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Planet unique is that it allows the personal element to come through,
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throwing illumination on what our environment means to us.”
Told in many different ways by many different people, clean air, clean
water, open space, endangered species and human health are all recurring
themes for The Planet. We’ve looked at environmental issues close to home
— Bellingham Bay, Lake Whatcom, the Nooksack River. We like the
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North Cascades so much we devoted two magazines to the area. We’ve
looked at broader concepts — consumerism, the environmental impacts of
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the second Bush administration and the effectiveness of the

ESA.
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Looking back through the issues is almost like taking an environmental
history course. In 1982, The Planet published a story about the possibility
that the ESA would be weakened. In 1994, the staff wrote about
endangered Northwest salmon. In 1995, the magazine devoted a whole
issue to the ESA. Some stories simply deserve to be told more than once.
Some of The Planet’s past issues are as moving today as they were when
first published. In summer 2000 the Planet staff published a one-year
retrospective of the Olympic pipeline explosion. In that tragedy, two young
boys and a teenager were killed while enjoying a summer’s day at Whatcom
Creek. The magazine was huge — 62 pages — and was the most heartwrenching subject The Planet has ever tackled. The issues again disap
peared off the racks, but this time they ended up on the desks of U.S. con
gressmen and in the homes of those most affected by the explosion.
The media today is facing unprecedented criticism and censorship.
Because of this, an independent voice is more important than ever. The
Planet strives to provide such a voice about the threats facing the natural
world. When our magazines disappear, be they about hemp or tragedy, we
know we are doing our job. If our nation is going to survive and we are
going to protect the natural world, we need to be informed. Democracy is
built on the free and open exchange of ideas, and that can’t happen without
a free and vibrant press. We hope The Planet can be part of this. |T||
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Even

the

Planet Magazine

has its effects on the

ENVIRONMENT. HeRE ARE OUR NUMBERS FOR THE
PRODUCTION OF THIS ISSUE.

1623.5 HOURS

1735.25 MILES DRIVEN

40 BATTERIES
93.255 PAGES OF Recycled paper (8.5x11 or equivalent)
5750 PAGES OF COMPUTER PAPER
44 AUDIO TAPES

1 I POUNDS OF INK
38 ROLLS OF FILM

30 PENS
99 TAKE OUT MEALS
262 CUPS OF COFFEE

202 ALCOHOLIC DRINKS

430 STAPLES

86 CIGARETTES

$13,492.02 TOTAL EXPENDITURES

- FOID HERE
and tape cldsed
to mail.;

name:
lei us know what you think:

After 25 years of of environmental advocacy, we’re ready to hear from you. What
ISSUES MATTER MOST TO YOU?

WhAT HAVE YOU TAKEN FROM THIS PUBLICATION? WhAT WOULD

YOU LIKE TO SEE US DO NEXT?

ThIS IS YOUR CHANCE TO SHAPE THE FUTURE OF THE PlANET

— LET US KNOW WHAT YOU THINK.

